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ABSTRACT: 

This present paper, "Empowering Justice: The Role of Legal Consultancy and Clinics in Access 

to Legal Services in India," comprehensively explores the landscape of legal services 

accessibility in India. The introduction establishes the constitutional and judicial foundations 

underpinning the right to access justice. It delves into the significance of legal consultancy as 

a pivotal force in empowering justice, emphasizing its role in mitigating socio-economic and 

geographical disparities. The paper traces the evolutionary trajectory of legal clinics in India, 

scrutinizing their structure, functions, and transformative impact. Addressing challenges and 

barriers hindering access to legal services, the research examines economic, social, and 

geographic factors contributing to disparities. Through case studies, the paper illuminates 

impactful interventions by legal consultants, providing real-world examples of their role in 

shaping individual cases and the legal system. Finally, the research offers actionable 

recommendations for strengthening legal consultancy and clinics, aiming to foster a more 

inclusive and equitable legal framework in India. 

 

Introduction to Access to Legal Services in India: 

Access to justice is a fundamental right enshrined in the Indian Constitution, emphasizing the 

need for legal aid and assistance to be available to all citizens. However, despite the 

constitutional mandate, millions of individuals in India face barriers to accessing legal services, 

often due to economic, social, or geographical reasons. This paper explores the role of legal 

consultancy and clinics in addressing these challenges, aiming to empower justice and ensure 

that legal services are accessible to all.1 

                                                             
1 legalserviceindia, https://www.legalserviceindia.com/legal/article-5580-legal-aid-in-
india.html#:~:text=The%20constitution%20of%20Indian%20provides,pledge%20is%20fulfilled%20in
%20its, (last visited Nov. 6, 2023). 
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The Constitution of India, under Article 39A2, directs the State to ensure that opportunities for 

securing justice are not denied to any citizen by reasons of economic or other disabilities. This 

provision has been pivotal in shaping the legal framework for providing legal aid and services 

to those in need. Additionally, landmark judgments by the Indian judiciary have reiterated the 

significance of access to justice as a basic human right. 

In Hussainara Khatoon v. Home Secretary, State of Bihar (1979)3 case the Supreme Court 

of India emphasized the importance of legal aid as an essential component of the right to a fair 

trial. The court held that speedy and free legal aid is an integral part of the right to life and 

personal liberty under Article 21 of the Constitution.4 The judgment underscored the obligation 

of the State to provide legal aid to indigent accused persons to ensure a fair trial, setting a 

precedent for the subsequent development of legal aid mechanisms in the country. 

This case highlights the judiciary's commitment to securing justice for all and laid the 

foundation for the establishment of legal aid clinics and services across the nation. The court's 

recognition of the socio-economic barriers faced by the marginalized population in accessing 

legal services paved the way for a more inclusive and accessible legal system. 

As legal consultancy and clinics have emerged as vital intermediaries in bridging the justice 

gap, it becomes imperative to analyze their role in complementing the constitutional and 

judicial mandates for access to legal services. 

The Significance of Empowering Justice Through Legal Consultancy: 

Access to justice is not merely a legal concept but a fundamental human right deeply ingrained 

in the constitutional ethos of India.  

 

Constitutional mandate: 

The Constitution of India, in its preamble and various provisions, guarantees justice, equality, 

and liberty to all citizens. Article 39A specifically emphasizes that the State shall ensure that 

opportunities for securing justice are not denied to any citizen by reason of economic or other 

                                                             
2 INDIA CONST. art. 39A. 
3 Hussainara Khatoon v. Home Secretary, State of Bihar (1979) 
4 INDIA CONST. art. 21. 
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disabilities.5 This constitutional mandate forms the bedrock for understanding the imperative 

of legal consultancy in democratizing access to justice. 

The Janata Dal v. H.S. Chowdhary (1992)6 case, elucidated the significance of providing 

legal aid and consultancy to ensure effective and meaningful access to justice. The court 

highlighted that justice must not be a distant ideal but a tangible reality for every citizen, 

especially for those who are economically and socially marginalized. This underscores the 

transformative potential of legal consultancy in making justice a living reality for all. 

Eradicating Information Asymmetry: 

Legal consultancy-related provisions as a catalyst in bridging the information gap that often 

exists between the legal system and individuals seeking justice. Many citizens, particularly 

those from disadvantaged backgrounds, may not be fully aware of their legal rights or the 

procedures involved in seeking legal recourse. Legal consultants play a crucial role in 

demystifying the legal process, empowering individuals with the knowledge needed to navigate 

the complexities of the legal system.7 

                                                             
5 INDIA CONST. art. 39A. 
6 The Janata Dal v. H.S. Chowdhary (1992) 
7 Yogesh K. Dwivedi a b, Nir Kshetri c, Laurie Hughes a, Emma Louise Slade d, Anand Jeyaraj e, Arpan 
Kumar Kar f g, Abdullah M. Baabdullah h, Alex Koohang i, Vishnupriya Raghavan j, Manju Ahuja k 1, 
Hanaa Albanna l 1, Mousa Ahmad Albashrawi m 1, Adil S. Al-Busaidi n o 1, Janarthanan Balakrishnan 
p 1, Yves Barlette q 1, Sriparna Basu r 1, Indranil Bose s 1, Laurence Brooks t 1, Dimitrios Buhalis u 1, 
Lemuria Carter v 1…Ryan Wright, Opinion Paper: “So what if ChatGPT wrote it?” Multidisciplinary 
perspectives on opportunities, challenges and implications of generative conversational AI for 
research, practice and policy, 71, International Journal of Information Management, 1, 5, 2023, 
https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/271677/1-s2.0-S0268401223X00036/1-s2.0-
S0268401223000233/main.pdf?X-Amz-Security-
Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEFoaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIQDRw1S0dQ5oELtIXatkCnnz%2BJl9r00Rx2
JMWzL%2FDaHMcgIgXsAmECsvGgellSmu7j%2FkayG4cAFYehV8r%2BrFQQupUcAquwUIwv%2F%2F%
2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FARAFGgwwNTkwMDM1NDY4NjUiDDPvlH%2BMpZt%2BCk%2BvGyqP
BQG2ymr9fg6%2B9YLA0qS82JixexCQvwn98h6Y8Qwq87gnoA3KbSHjnZ7jlLu%2FtfeiYmXUFpyN5bIHv
G6Sl%2BgyeyuWYl0gUGbZLbjq9vbBG8%2BTxPM1ezDkwc0CQBbRx%2BUN42rRULjRD4TgLRLcReKgm
cLFJwEKY27OBxg7bby92iTtb3yLg%2BMMsQvdQoVUhBGwz6Q7W906v5jZ5MOKMXngUKYHhTnWko
RZRRmzKCYyvMY2uMtyYPdUqLgeM%2F3TcsLBh0mtrHoEE1RvEc%2BHje3QsEVeJAXzVLcQSGpGokAk
EPyjbyUY9p9PjRS48uG0eppaq4qRw7XyZqm28%2Biu08Q9yEl7UdKToDLouI0uJlYyyGIXvJ%2BiAXGVrU
8ZnYnrGjSKaFdCN6T3i%2BNThgBwKRPvu8b%2F04%2Bz2Vj36hvWKOyOsiyaxrUc0DfrAgP8PlOcSkOty
uBoaZJtHucVr%2BCtCcJo%2FnWC3FZPyLpJuo8%2BBH0kQFU3pW4AcUoEGT8GBfnxh6AT5eJN8PQ22
KVp67BPHLhTKz%2BTAs3n5Q%2F2xaSF8YydM6tdFMhOeR42Bv%2F4nqUzb30YG6tYNfAo5f5sN4qCY
8btsYj3aSsCJMd%2BMWIpcTejdipErSeYbxxP%2FFetqcIRXdNPYu5VsF4hEId6j85EdEeSHZaDwnqMgPO
%2Fp%2Bb8Tqq96VtPCTgrcD4C8%2BcR8FSJ4GnTQYcQAdTBzo6Rqmujtp%2F8ON%2BlGUi1Na6JdppJ
OuA0ou832gpiB2P1rcuDjWzYjaWIxDwIe87nCMDjkDGo%2FJKDWcRV879BRB1wPSfMvqWnznyQQPV
86bk6Vb6R0I0dSU%2BsVilGPPrr4C%2B%2F%2F895D3npotdHB5OoCKzoT7iNBFEde%2BIwrJzNqwY6s
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In Sukhdas v. Union Territory of Arunachal Pradesh (1986)8 the Supreme Court 

emphasized that access to justice includes the right to legal aid, highlighting the need for legal 

consultancy to facilitate informed decision-making. The court recognized that lack of 

awareness could be a substantial barrier to justice and underscored the importance of legal 

assistance in overcoming this hurdle. 

Mitigating Socio-Economic Disparities: 

Legal consultancy becomes a potent instrument in addressing socio-economic disparities in 

access to justice. By providing pro bono or affordable legal services, consultants contribute to 

a more egalitarian legal landscape, ensuring that financial constraints do not become 

insurmountable barriers to justice.9 

 

The Evolution and Functionality of Legal Clinics in India 

Legal clinics, as grassroots institutions, have evolved over time, playing a crucial role in 

democratizing access to legal services.10  

 

Historical Evolution: 

Legal clinics in India trace their roots to the realization that a significant segment of the 

population lacked adequate access to legal representation. The establishment of the first legal 

aid clinic in the 1970s marked a paradigm shift in addressing this issue. Inspired by 

                                                             
QGhDGdPvNH3Jj23e4dEc3QievMRYQvWHG4KpZ4qRrhaZoVjBXn09ovzikIP3lXNMgT2wRGCmtsbSw2Y
6JQqisYF21UQDTMlQWB%2F8sVwKKRSVwUXBWg6Qn0ZW6bn37g9VvMY%2BUI2tDYcwROvzE5zWxe
8Euaj6Q6HhwUdNuCWMgLhS7115EaiN%2FTYG2xFa1HWCHIkkQBPVdTL1MPUC1MfbxINSmLbXAB4a
s%2F1FnR%2BEDrJQfg%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-
Date=20231208T182017Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-
Credential=ASIAQ3PHCVTYU5X2CKVD%2F20231208%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-
Signature=74512ebf5307be3515c5c8d7bdab91011eb055a7d3c0f0896528c35877202c44&hash=a67
e258b6c17752a3ea4ce087b14fb4fb2ceecabe073b6eb417e8cd549ad8d83&host=68042c943591013
ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S0268401223000233&tid=spdf-
29d9a14d-189b-4f75-8069-
3bf31de2747f&sid=f199858d1d13564d97188fe4194068171984gxrqb&type=client&tsoh=d3d3LnNja
WVuY2VkaXJlY3QuY29t&ua=13085e545c5852545b5359&rr=832705828a068e8d&cc=in 
8 Sukhdas v. Union Territory of Arunachal Pradesh (1986) 
9 Helen Respass, Senior Legal Editor, Practical Law, Bridging the access to justice gap with legal pro 
bono, thomsonreuters, (Nov. 27, 2023, 9:29 PM), https://www.thomsonreuters.com/en-
us/posts/our-purpose/bridging-the-access-to-justice-gap-with-legal-pro-bono/ 
10 Id, at 1135. 
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constitutional principles and the need for inclusive justice, legal clinics began to proliferate 

across the country. 

The Hussainara Khatoon v. Home Secretary, State of Bihar (1979)11 underscored the need 

for legal aid, setting the stage for the establishment and evolution of legal clinics. The Supreme 

Court recognized that justice delayed is justice denied, emphasizing the urgency of providing 

legal assistance to indigent individuals. This decision catalyzed the creation of legal clinics to 

fulfill the constitutional obligation of ensuring access to justice for all. 

Current Functionality: 

Legal clinics today operate as accessible hubs providing free or low-cost legal services to 

underserved communities. They serve a dual function: addressing individual cases and 

systemic issues. By offering legal advice, representation, and advocacy, legal clinics empower 

individuals while also contributing to legal awareness and education. 

In M.H. Hoskot v. State of Maharashtra (1978)12 The Supreme Court, in the Hoskot case, 

recognized the importance of legal aid in ensuring a fair trial. Legal clinics, as part of the 

broader legal aid framework, align with this judicial acknowledgment, actively participating in 

the pursuit of justice and fairness in legal proceedings. 

Community Engagement: 

Legal clinics actively engage with the communities they serve, fostering a participatory 

approach to justice. Through outreach programs, workshops, and awareness campaigns, legal 

clinics not only address existing legal issues but also prevent future legal challenges by 

empowering individuals with legal knowledge.13 

 

Challenges and Barriers to Accessing Legal Services in India: 

Despite constitutional mandates and legal frameworks aimed at ensuring access to justice for 

all, numerous challenges and barriers persist in the Indian legal landscape.14 

 

Economic Barriers: 

                                                             
11 Hussainara Khatoon v. Home Secretary, State of Bihar (1979) 
12  M.H. Hoskot v. State of Maharashtra (1978) 
13 epgp.inflibnet, 
https://epgp.inflibnet.ac.in/epgpdata/uploads/epgp_content/Law/02._Access_to_justice/17._Engag
ing_with_Communities_for_Access_to_Justice/et/5643_et_17ET.pdf, (last visited Nov. 6, 2023).  
14 Id, at 1136. 
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One of the foremost challenges is the economic barrier that prevents many individuals from 

seeking legal assistance. Legal representation often comes with associated costs, making it 

unaffordable for a significant portion of the population. 

In the landmark case of State of Maharashtra v. Manubhai Pragaji Vashi (1995)15 the 

Supreme Court recognized that access to justice should not be curtailed due to financial 

constraints. The court emphasized that the right to legal aid is an essential component of the 

right to a fair trial, underscoring the need to overcome economic barriers for effective access 

to legal services. 

Geographical Disparities: 

Geographical remoteness poses a significant challenge, particularly for those residing in rural 

and remote areas. The limited availability of legal professionals and infrastructure makes it 

difficult for individuals in these regions to access legal services promptly. 

In Rural Litigation and Entitlement Kendra v. State of U.P. (1985)16 The Supreme Court, 

acknowledged the challenges faced by rural communities in accessing justice. The court 

highlighted the need for legal services to reach the doorstep of those in remote areas, 

emphasizing the importance of overcoming geographical disparities. 

Lack of Legal Awareness: 

A pervasive challenge is the lack of legal awareness among a substantial portion of the 

population. Many individuals are unaware of their legal rights and the available avenues for 

seeking justice, leading to underutilization of legal services.  

In Bandhua Mukti Morcha v. Union of India (1984)17 the Supreme Court emphasized the 

role of legal aid in addressing socio-economic injustices. The court recognized the importance 

of legal awareness in protecting the rights of vulnerable populations, highlighting the need for 

proactive legal education and outreach. 

Case Studies: Impactful Legal Consultancy Interventions: 

Examining specific instances of legal consultancy interventions provides valuable insights into 

the tangible impact these services have on individual lives and the broader legal system in 

                                                             
15 State of Maharashtra v. Manubhai Pragaji Vashi (1995) 
16 Rural Litigation and Entitlement Kendra v. State of U.P. (1985) 
17 Bandhua Mukti Morcha v. Union of India (1984) 
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India. In Jessica Lal Murder Case18 legal consultancy played a crucial role in securing justice. 

The initial acquittal of the accused drew public outrage, leading to the re-opening of the case. 

Legal consultants actively engaged in pursuing the matter, advocating for a fair trial and 

ensuring that justice prevailed. The eventual conviction of the accused underscored the 

instrumental role legal consultancy can play in upholding the rule of law and ensuring 

accountability. 

Legal consultancy has been instrumental in advocating for the implementation of the Right to 

Education (RTE) Act, which guarantees free and compulsory education to children. Numerous 

cases across India have seen legal consultants actively engaging with communities to ensure 

that the provisions of the RTE Act are enforced. These interventions have not only secured 

individual rights but also contributed to systemic changes in the education landscape. 

Legal consultants have been pivotal in providing support and assistance to survivors of acid 

attacks. Through legal interventions, they have facilitated compensation claims, pursued 

criminal prosecutions, and advocated for legislative reforms to address the issue 

comprehensively. These efforts exemplify the transformative impact of legal consultancy in 

championing the rights of marginalized and vulnerable populations. 

Recommendations for Strengthening Legal Consultancy and Clinics in India: 

As this paper navigates through the complexities of legal consultancy and clinics in the Indian 

context, it is imperative to formulate actionable recommendations to enhance their efficacy in 

empowering justice. The following proposals aim to address existing challenges and fortify the 

role of legal consultancy and clinics in ensuring widespread access to legal services.19 

 

1)Increased Government Funding and Support: 

The government should allocate increased funds to support legal consultancy and clinics, 

ensuring their financial sustainability. This can be achieved through the creation of dedicated 

budgets for legal aid programs and initiatives. Adequate funding is essential to expand the 

reach and impact of legal consultancy and clinics. It will enable them to hire qualified 

professionals, maintain infrastructure, and conduct outreach programs effectively. 

                                                             
18 Jessica Lal Murder Case 
19 niti.gov, https://www.niti.gov.in/sites/default/files/2023-03/Designing-The-Future-of-Dispute-
Resolution-The-ODR-Policy-Plan-for-India.pdf, (last visited Nov. 6, 2023). 
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2)Technology Integration for Accessibility: 

Embrace technological solutions to enhance the accessibility of legal consultancy services, 

including online consultations, virtual assistance, and the development of user-friendly 

platforms. Technology can bridge geographical gaps and facilitate access to legal services, 

particularly for individuals in remote areas. Virtual consultations and online resources can 

make legal assistance more immediate and widespread.20 

 

3) Strengthening Legal Education: 

Integrate practical legal training and awareness programs within the legal education curriculum 

to nurture a culture of pro bono service and community engagement among future legal 

professionals. by instilling a sense of social responsibility in aspiring lawyers, legal education 

can contribute to the availability of skilled professionals who actively engage in legal 

consultancy and clinics. 

 

4)Community Empowerment Initiatives: 

Legal consultancy and clinics should focus on community empowerment by organizing legal 

literacy programs, workshops, and outreach initiatives to raise awareness about legal rights and 

avenues for redressal. Empowered communities are better equipped to navigate legal 

challenges, reducing the need for crisis-oriented legal interventions. Legal clinics can play a 

proactive role in preventing legal issues through education. 

 

5)Collaboration with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs): 

Foster partnerships between legal consultancy clinics and non-governmental organizations 

working on related social issues to create a holistic and integrated approach to justice. 

Collaborative efforts can leverage resources, expertise, and networks, amplifying the impact of 

legal consultancy interventions and addressing systemic challenges more effectively. 

 

6)Regular Monitoring and Evaluation: 

Establish a robust system for monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness of legal consultancy 

and clinics in terms of casework, community impact, and adherence to ethical standards. 

                                                             
20 tech.ed.gov, https://tech.ed.gov/files/2017/01/NETP17.pdf, (last visited Nov. 6, 2023).  
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Regular assessment ensures accountability and helps identify areas for improvement, enabling 

continuous refinement of strategies and approaches. 

CONCLUSION: 

These recommendations, if implemented collectively, have the potential to fortify the role of 

legal consultancy and clinics in India. By addressing financial constraints, embracing 

technology, nurturing a culture of social responsibility, empowering communities, fostering 

collaborations, and ensuring accountability, the legal landscape can be transformed to better 

serve the diverse needs of the population. As this paper concludes, these recommendations 

form a blueprint for a more accessible, inclusive, and effective legal framework in India. 
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